Abstract-Object detection and target tracking are two basic tasks in video analysis and understanding. Though both of them were studied widely and deeply, interaction between them worth more efforts. We give an interaction framework between PNN based object detection and meanshift target tracking. Detection results were used to accelerate tracking speed by decrease search steps, and tracking results were used to guide the updating of background model for motion detection. Performances of both multi-object tracking and motion detection were improved.
INTRODUCTION
Intelligent video processing has been widely used in various environments such as office building, airport, subway, etc. One of the most important tasks of video processing system is to detect moving objects from video. It is the base for succeeding object tracking, activity recognition, and behavior understanding. Various background models were proposed for background subtraction, including single Gaussian model, mixture of Gaussian (MoG), non-parametric model based on Bayesian classification [1] , neural network [2, 3] , etc. But motion detection always suffers from complex background with light changing, background disturbance, and object shadows.
Multi-target tracking has been proved another tough task in intelligent video processing. Many multi-target tracking researches focus on improvement of tracking algorithm, or combining different tracking techniques such as mean shift and particle filter. For example, Khan [4] combines particle filter and anisotropic mean shift, and objects were partitioned into non-overlapping sub-regions to enhance the tracking robustness to partial occlusions.
Perera [5] used nearest-neighbor data association strategy to initialize targets and using the Hungarian algorithm to solve the one-to-one correspondence assignment problem for multi-object tracking. As Hungarian algorithm needs high computation complexity, Reilly [6] divided the scene into grid cells and the Hungarian algorithm is then used to estimate the association of detections in every cell, which reduced computation dramatically. Prokaj [7] proposed a tracklet inferring algorithm for multi-object matching based on Basyesian network and MAP estimation.
But none of them take full advantage of interaction between detection and tracking. For example, tracking results were not feedback to motion detection model. In this paper we proposed an interaction algorithm between motion detection and object tracking, try to improve performance of multi-object tracking as well as motion detection results.
II. FRAMEWORK OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In our interaction framework, motion detection is achieved by PNN (Probability Neural Network), and Object tracking is implemented by meanshift tracking algorithm. As shown in Fig. 1 .
In the first frame, objects were initialized by motion detection and object segmentation. In succeeding frames, every detected region was matched with exist object, and meanshift tracking was accelerated by match results. Motion detection background model was also updated by tracking result, which improve the precision of next frame's motion detection result. 
III. PNN BASED MOTION DETECTION
In PNN based motion detection [8, 9] , every pixel is classified into foreground or background by a hybrid PNN and WTA based neural network. Fig. 2 gives the structure of PNN based motion detection neural network for every pixel.
The whole network contains four layers. The first layer is the input layer, which just accepts the pixel value (HSV).
The second layer, called feature layer, transforms HSV value to some feature data more suitable for classification.
The third layer is pattern layer, which is a Parzen probability estimator. Every pattern neuron represents a pixel pattern, and it was used as an independent estimator. It gives the conditional probability of current pixel (with given features) belongs to this pattern. The probability is computed by multiply the output of the pattern neural with weight adaptively learned during online processing. Prior conditional probability of one pattern node belong to background p(B|b i ) was stored in connect weights from pattern neuron to classification neuron. Conditional probability of current pixel belongs to a pattern node (b i |x) was estimated by:
where,
give pixel value and model value of the ith pattern neuron. d(x,b i ) is the distance between x and b, defined by:
σ is a smoothing parameter. N is number of pattern neurons.
The fourth layer, called output layer, includes two neurons with different functions. One is classification neuron, which is a WTA (winner take all) neuron. It selects the maximum value from all of its inputs, and gives the result by comparing this maximum value with a given threshold.
Another neuron in output layer is an activation neuron, which also works in a WTA manner, but only gives the index of pattern neuron with maximum probability (output). All weights from pattern neuron to the activation neuron is 1. Response of classification neuron is defined by:
is output of pattern layer neurons, and w i (i=1,2,…,N) is corresponding connecting weight to classification neuron. If one of its input (pattern node output multiply its weight) greater than threshold 1 θ , current pixel is classified to background (output '1'). Otherwise, it is classified into foreground (output '0').
Response of activation neuron is defined by: Learning rate is a very important for model update. Small value makes network adapt to scene change slowly, but large value often makes slowly moving object being misclassified to background.
In [9] , learning rate was computed by the ratio of motion different and total pixel number: ) / , min( 
IV. OBJECT TRACKING BY MEANSHIFT
Mean shift tracking [10] performs mean shift algorithm on probability distributions. Color object was represented as probability distribution by color histogram. Color histogram in HSV space was calculated and binned into 1D histogram. As image sequences change over time, mean shift dynamically search the position and size with highest probability. 
is a normalized Gaussian kernel for spacial distance weight, and h is the sigma parameter, n h is the pixel number in a given search size.
V. INTERACTION BETWEEN DETECTION ADN TRACKING
The detail flow chart of interaction between detection and tracking is show in Fig. 3 , which include following steps:
1. Detect all foreground pixels by PNN and label every motion region by binary image segmentation.
2. Match every region to current tracking regions by spacial distance, object size and Bhattacharyya coefficient between color histogram of two regions.
3. Track every non-matched region with mean shift tracking algorithm.
4. Update background PNN model based on both detection result and tracking result.
If a tracking region in previous frame is matched with a motion region in current frame, it needn't track at all, which will save a great deal of computation. On the other hand, if a region is missed by motion detection (for example, a person stand still for a long time), it can be find easily by mean shift tracking.
In the original PNN background model, background update after every frame. If a moving object stays for a long time, it will gradually blend into background. Finally, it will lose in foreground detection. But in our model, as long as it has been tracked successfully, background model for these pixels won't be changed, and it could be detected as well. I.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Two experiments were carried out to validate efficiency of the proposed algorithm. The first is to compare the mean search steps for object tracking with and without proposed interaction strategy. The second is to compare the motion detection accuracy with and without interaction.
The first experiment was taken on three image sequences. One is an indoor image sequences provided by National Research Council of Naples from Italy (MSA) [3] , two others are bi-channel image sequences provided by Ohio State University [11] , which include 6 couples of visible color image sequence and thermal gray image sequence from two scenarios, and we used two of them from different scenarios (OTCBVS1 and OTCBVS4).
Detect and track examples are show in figure 4 . Frame number for every image sequence, mean target number per frame, and mean search steps per frame or per target are listed in table 1. Due to some error report, mean target number is greater than true target number. But the relative search steps comparison make some sense. It can be found in table 1 that with our interaction strategy mean track steps decreased dramatically, reduced to about one fifth to one tenth.
The second experiment was taken on MSA [3] . It includes 528 frames of visible color image sequence show a man walked across and shows some actions, and put left a black bag in the scenery. Without interaction, the bag will gradually blend into background after it was left there still. But with detection and tracking interaction processing, it will not update the background as long as the bag was successfully tracked. Figure 5 show the motion detection results between with and without interaction. Obviously, motion detection results were improved with interaction. 
II. CONCLUSIONS
An interaction algorithm between motion detection and multi target tracking was given in this paper. Motion regions were detected by PNN based neural network background model, and targets were tracked by meanshift algorithm. In the process of tracking, every target is matched to all detected object first by distance, size and texture. It greatly reduced search steps for every target. In the process of motion detection, target tracking results were used to guide the updating of the background model. Experimental results on three image sequences from different scenarios validated the efficiency of proposed algorithm. Mean search steps for every target were reduced to about one fifth or one tenth of original tracking algorithm, and motion detection results were improved evidently when there is a stand still object.
Further research works including more intelligent background update strategy and target separation when there is a heavy occlusion or overlap between targets. 
